The Li + -(H 2 ) n n = 1-3 complexes are investigated through infrared spectra recorded in the H-H stretch region (3980-4120 cm −1 ) and through ab initio calculations at the MP2∕aug-cc-pVQZ level. The rotationally resolved H-H stretch band of Li + -H 2 is centered at 4053.4 cm −1 [a −108 cm −1 shift from the Q 1 (0) transition of H 2 ]. The spectrum exhibits rotational substructure consistent with the complex possessing a Tshaped equilibrium geometry, with the Li + ion attached to a slightly perturbed H 2 molecule. Around 100 rovibrational transitions belonging to parallel K a = 0-0, 1-1, 2-2, and 3-3 subbands are observed. The K a = 0-0 and 1-1 transitions are fitted by a Watson A-reduced Hamiltonian yielding effective molecular parameters. The vibrationally averaged intermolecular separation in the ground vibrational state is estimated as 2.056 Å increasing by 0.004 Å when the H 2 subunit is vibrationally excited. The spectroscopic data are compared to results from rovibrational calculations using recent three dimensional Li + -H 2 potential energy surfaces [ Martinazzo et al., J. Chem. Phys. 119, 11241 (2003); Kraemer and Špirko, Chem. Phys. 330, 190 (2006) ]. The H-H stretch band of Li + -(H 2 ) 2 , which is centered at 4055.5 cm −1 also exhibits resolved rovibrational structure. The spectroscopic data along with ab initio calculations support a H 2 -Li + -H 2 geometry, in which the two H 2 molecules are disposed on opposite sides of the central Li + ion. The two equivalent Li + ⋯H 2 bonds have approximately the same length as the intermolecular bond in Li + -H 2 . The Li + -(H 2 ) 3 cluster is predicted to possess a trigonal structure in which a central Li + ion is surrounded by three equivalent H 2 molecules. Its infrared spectrum features a broad unresolved band centered at 4060 cm −1 . Infrared spectra of the Li + -"H 2 … n "n = 1 -3… cation complexes The Li + -͑H 2 ͒ n n =1-3 complexes are investigated through infrared spectra recorded in the H-H stretch region ͑3980-4120 cm −1 ͒ and through ab initio calculations at the MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ level. The rotationally resolved H-H stretch band of Li + -H 2 is centered at 4053.4 cm −1 ͓a −108 cm −1 shift from the Q 1 ͑0͒ transition of H 2 ͔. The spectrum exhibits rotational substructure consistent with the complex possessing a T-shaped equilibrium geometry, with the Li + ion attached to a slightly perturbed H 2 molecule. Around 100 rovibrational transitions belonging to parallel K a = 0-0, 1-1, 2-2, and 3-3 subbands are observed. The K a = 0-0 and 1-1 transitions are fitted by a Watson A-reduced Hamiltonian yielding effective molecular parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Li + -H 2 complex is one of the simplest charged polyatomic molecules and therefore constitutes a useful benchmark system for assessing computational strategies aimed at describing ion-neutral complexes. More specifically, Li + -H 2 is relevant to understanding hydrogen storage in zeolites, in which H 2 molecules are attached to alkali metal cation sites, 1 and may also be important in understanding the chemistry of the early universe. 2 Clampitt and Jefferies made the first observation of Li + -͑H 2 ͒ n clusters by irradiating a solid H 2 target with a Li + ion beam. 3 The Li + -H 2 binding energy was subsequently estimated as 6.5 kcal mol −1 ͑2275 cm −1 ͒ through appearance potential measurements in a lithium hydrogen vapor. 4 Most recently, our group obtained a rotationally resolved infrared spectrum of Li + -D 2 by monitoring Li + photofragments as the infrared wavelength was scanned over the D-D stretch band. 5 Analysis of the spectrum confirmed that Li + -D 2 possesses a T-shaped C 2v equilibrium structure, a geometry favored by the electrostatic interaction between the positively charged Li + and the D 2 quadrupole moment. Other relevant experimental studies include investigations by Toennies and co-workers of vibrationally and rotationally inelastic collisions between Li + and the H 2 and D 2 molecules. [6] [7] [8] [9] A long series of theoretical investigations extending over 40 years has focused on calculating the equilibrium geometry and harmonic vibrational frequencies of Li + -H 2 and its isotopomers at increasingly sophisticated levels of ab initio theory. Recently, several groups have acknowledged the likely importance of large amplitude vibrational motions in the spectroscopy and dynamics of the complex and have predicted molecular properties using ab initio potential energy surfaces ͑PESs͒ and variational rovibrational calculations. A first step in this direction was taken by Searles 
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Infrared spectra of 7 Li + -͑H 2 ͒ n ͑n =1-3͒ complexes were obtained in the H-H stretch vibrational region ͑3990-4110 cm −1 ͒ by monitoring 7 Li + -͑H 2 ͒ n−1 fragments while scanning the IR wavelength. The complexes were produced in a supersonic expansion of H 2 ͑8 bars͒ passed over a translating and rotating metal rod ͑10% Li/90% Al͒ irradiated with the fundamental ͑1064 nm, 7 mJ/pulse͒, doubled ͑532 nm, 3 mJ/pulse͒, and quadrupled ͑266 nm, 1 mJ/pulse͒ 20 Hz output of a pulsed Nd:YAG ͑yttrium aluminum garnet͒ laser. The desired ion clusters were selected by a quadrupole mass filter and deflected through 90°by a quadrupole bender into an octopole ion guide, where they were overlapped by the counterpropagating output of a tunable IR source ͑Continuum Mirage 3000, linewidth of 0.017 cm −1 ͒. The resulting photofragments were selected by a second quadrupole mass filter and detected using a microchannel plate coupled to a scintillator and a photomultiplier tube.
The wavelength of the IR light was determined by measuring the wavelengths of the signal output from the first stage of the optical parametric oscillator ͑OPO͒ and the 532 nm pump beam of the seeded Nd:YAG laser using a wavemeter ͑HighFinesse WS/7͒. Transition wave numbers were corrected to account for the Doppler shift, resulting from the ions' 10 eV translational energy in the octopole ion guide. The absolute uncertainty of the line wave numbers is decided by the uncertainty of the ions' energy in the octopole ion guide and is estimated as ±0.10 cm −1 . The relative uncertainty of the lines' wave numbers is estimated as ±0.01 cm −1 . Line intensities are not normalized for laser power or parent ion signal intensity ͑which both exhibit considerable shot-to-shot and longer term fluctuations͒. Further details of the experimental apparatus can be found in Refs. 5 and 37.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ab initio calculations
Equilibrium structures, vibrational frequencies, and intensities for the Li + -͑H 2 ͒ n ͑n =1-3͒ clusters were calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ level. Optimized structures, which are similar to those found in previous studies, 28, 31, 32 are shown in Fig. 1 individual transitions are only resolved for the K a = 1-1 subband. Similarly, asymmetry splittings are resolved in the P and R branches of the K a = 1-1 subband but are not distinguishable in the K a = 2-2 and K a = 3-3 subbands, for which the splitting is anticipated to be much smaller. In terms of its overall structure, the spectrum is very similar to that of Li + -D 2 .
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For the ground vibrational state, even and odd K a levels correspond to Li + -H 2 complexes containing, respectively, para ͑even j͒ and ortho ͑odd j͒ modifications of H 2 . For normal H 2 gas the para and ortho forms occur in a 1:3 ratio. The observed intensity ratio for the even to odd K a lines is approximately 1:5 rather than 1:3. The predominance of complexes containing ortho hydrogen over those containing para hydrogen has been noted for a range of neutral and charged species. 38, 39 The explanation is that ortho H 2 is easier to orient in an electric field than para H 2 so that the Li +¯H 2 ͑o͒ bond is stronger than the Li +¯H 2 ͑p͒ bond. Direct collisional relaxation between the two forms should be extremely inefficient in the supersonic expansion, although exchange of H 2 ligands attached to the Li + probably occurs in the early part of the supersonic expansion.
Asymmetric rotor analysis
The wave numbers for the K a = 0-0 and 1-1 lines were fitted using an A-reduced Watson Hamiltonian. Adjustable parameters included the B and C rotational constants and ⌬ J , ⌬ JK , and ␦ J centrifugal distortion terms. Note that for Li + -D 2 it was not necessary to include the ␦ J term to fit adequately the K a = 0-0 and K a = 1-1 lines. Although inclusion of the additional quartic centrifugal distortion term ⌬ K enabled the K a = 2-2 transitions to be fitted together with the K a = 0-0 and K a = 1-1 transitions ͑albeit with a marked increase in rms error͒, extending the data set to include the K a = 3-3 lines resulted in a very poor fit. The difficulty in fitting the transitions with a reasonable number of adjustable parameters is presumably a consequence of the large amplitude zero-point motions in the bending/hindered rotation and intermolecular stretch coordinates. It is not possible through analysis of the A-type transition to determine AЉ or AЈ directly; rather, ⌬A = AЈ − AЉ is ascertained. For the purpose of the fit, AЉ was constrained to 59.34 cm −1 , the ground state rotational constant for free H 2 . 40 Resulting parameters are listed in Table I Fig. 2 . The K a = 0-0 transitions are indicated by filled circles ͑b͒, the K a = 1-1 transitions by triangles ͑᭡͒, the K a = 2-2 transitions by diamonds ͑ࡗ͒, and the K a = 3-3 transitions by squares ͑͒.
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fits to the K a = 0-0, K a = 1-1, and K a = 2-2 subbands. Line wave numbers, assignments, and differences between fitted and measured wave numbers are provided as supplementary material. 41 Generally Consideration of the spectroscopic data in Table I 5 A more probable alternative to large distortions of the H 2 and D 2 subunits is that the effective molecular parameters ͑B and C͒ are influenced by the large amplitude bending/hindered rotations in the complexes. As pointed out by Lovejoy et al. 38 and Nesbitt and Naaman, 42 the unquenched hindered internal rotation in T-shaped complexes tends to exaggerate the asymmetry doubling and consequently B-C, leading to a nonzero inertial defect. The effect becomes larger as the hindering barrier decreases.
Comparison with calculated energy levels
One goal of this work is to evaluate the MTBG and KS ab initio PESs for Li + -H 2 through comparisons of the spectroscopic data and theoretical predictions. Using their PES, Kraemer and Špirko 36 calculated and reported energies for the J =0-5 levels of Li + -H 2 , allowing relatively direct links to be made with the spectroscopic data. For the MTBG PES only energies for the J = 0 levels have been reported previously, 35 to enable comparisons with the experimental data we have undertaken rovibrational calculations for the J =0-4 levels. The calculations, which were performed using the TRIATOM program, 43 utilized a basis set comprising 7 Morse functions in the H-H stretch, 24 Morse functions in the intermolecular stretch, and 15 Legendre functions for the angular coordinate. The masses of the Li and H atoms were taken as 7.016 00 and 1.007 825 amu, respectively. Energies
are constants obtained by fitting separately the K a = 0-0, 1-1, and 2-2 transitions. The error in the last significant figure͑s͒ is given in brackets. To facilitate comparisons with the experimental data, energies for the K a = 0, 1, and 2 manifolds were fitted independently to a polynomial in J͑J +1͒ to give effective B and D J values. Results from these fits are also given in Table II . For the K a = 0 manifold, the B value derived from the MTBG rovibrational levels ͑2.606 cm −1 ͒ is 4.5% greater than the experimental value ͑2.494 cm −1 ͒, suggesting that the intermolecular separation is underestimated. In comparison, the B value associated with the KS K a = 0 rovibrational levels ͑2.477 cm −1 ͒ is slightly less ͑by 0.007%͒ than the experimental value indicating that the intermolecular separation is overestimated slightly. 36 The differences between the MTBG, KS, and experimental B values for the K a = 1 and 2 manifolds follow a similar trend to the K a = 0 results. The K a = 1 asymmetry splittings are sensitive to details of the Li +¯H 2 PES, increasing as the hindering barrier for H 2 internal rotation decreases and as the intermolecular bond shortens. For this reason it would be interesting to compare experimental and calculated K a = 1 asymmetry splittings. While the lower and upper state splittings ⌬Љ͑J͒ and ⌬Ј͑J͒ cannot be determined directly from the infrared spectrum, using combination differences, one can ascertain ⌬ 1 Љ͑J͒ = ⌬Љ͑J͒ + ⌬Љ͑J +1͒, ⌬ 1 Ј͑J͒ = ⌬Ј͑J͒ + ⌬Ј͑J +1͒ and ⌬ ͑J͒ = 1 2 ͑⌬Љ͑J͒ + ⌬Ј͑J͒͒. The experimental and calculated data are compiled in Table III 40 Reductions in the B and C constants are more surprising. We note that Bulychev et al. found a similar effect, predicting that the vibrationally averaged intermolecular separation increased by 0.006 Å when the H-H stretch is excited. 34 The form of the MTBG surface is also consistent with the slight increase in the intermolecular separation as the equilibrium intermolecular separation increases with the length of the H-H bond, so that averaging over the H-H vibrational stretch wave function leads to a larger mean intermolecular separation for the v HH = 1 state than for the v HH = 0 state. 
Vibrational predissociation dynamics
The v HH =1← v HH = 0 transitions access quasibound levels that are coupled to the Li + +H 2 ͑v HH =0͒ continuum. In principle, information on the vibrational predissociation rate can be extracted from the widths of the individual rovibrational lines. Several of the more intense K a = 1-1 lines were used to estimate the contribution due to lifetime broadening by fitting them to a Voigt profile with the full width half maximum of the Gaussian component fixed to 0.017 cm −1 ͑the bandwidth of the OPO IR radiation͒. The width of the resulting Lorentzian component is 0.09± 0.02 cm −1 , corresponding to an upper state lifetime of vp = 60 ps, somewhat shorter than the value for Li + -D 2 ͑ vp = 150 ps͒. 5 We caution that these vp values should be taken as a lower limits as the lines may be power broadened or Doppler broadened due to the ions having a spread of energy in the octopole region where they overlap with IR radiation. It should be noted, however, that using the same instrument we have observed narrower, laser-limited transitions for Br − -D 2 and I − -D 2 . 48, 49 Nevertheless, the measured Li + -H 2 linewidths are comparable with the prediction of Sanz et al., who calculated lifetimes in the 100-400 ps range for quasibound v HH = 1 levels, 35 and with the predictions of Kraemer and Špirko who calculated a lifetime of 220 ps for the v HH =1, K a =0, J = 0 level.
The MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ calculations predict that Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 2 in its equilibrium configuration has D 2d symmetry with the two H 2 subunits aligned perpendicular to one other ͑Figs. 1 and 4͒. This configuration corresponds to a prolate top ͑rotational constants A = 30.16 cm −1 and B = C = 1.01 cm −1 ͒, possessing symmetric ͑a 1 ͒, and asymmetric ͑b 2 ͒ H-H stretch vibrations, although only the latter is infrared active ͑predicted intensity of 74.7 km/ mol͒. Obviously, the Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 2 complex is a highly fluxional system in the torsional, bending, and intermolecular stretch coordinates. In particular, the barrier for torsional motion is expected to be very low; at the MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ level the staggered configuration is predicted to lie only 2.5 cm −1 lower in energy than the eclipsed configuration.
Presumably, the experimentally probed Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 2 complexes can exist in several essentially noninterconverting forms. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 , the complex could contain two para H 2 molecules ͑K a =0͒, one para H 2 and one ortho H 2 molecule ͑K a =1͒, or two ortho H 2 molecules ͑K a =0 or K a = 2, depending, respectively, on whether the projection of the two ortho H 2 molecules' angular momenta onto the molecular axis is antialigned or aligned͒. Statistically, the relative populations of the ͑para,para͒, ͑para,ortho͒, and ͑ortho,ortho͒ forms should be 1:6:9.
Overall, one can expect that the infrared spectrum will contain five subbands corresponding to the K a = 0-0 subband of the ͑para,para͒ form, two K a = 1-1 subbands of the ͑para,ortho͒ form ͑distinguished by the vibrational excitation being localized on either the para or the ortho subunit͒, and K a = 0-0 and K a = 2-2 subbands associated with the ͑ortho, ortho͒ form. Generally, complexes containing ortho H 2 will tend to be favored because of their greater statistical weight and enhanced stability compared to complexes containing para H 2 . Therefore, one can expect that the K a = 0-0 subband associated with the ͑para,para͒ form will make a minor contribution to the spectrum.
The experimental infrared spectrum of Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 2 ͑shown in Fig. 5͒ is dominated by a sharp Q branch flanked by several sets of P-and R-branch lines. Wave numbers and assignments of the lines are available as supplementary material. 41 A complete analysis of the spectrum is difficult due to poor S/N and overlapping of lines in some regions. Nevertheless, the spectrum appears to contain at least three subbands. The most obvious subband includes the central Q branch that dominates the spectrum ͑at 4053.73 cm −1 ͒ and a series of P-and R-branch lines, the first of which is, in each case, separated from the Q branch by ϳ6.3 cm −1 . Subsequent P-and R-branch lines in the subband are spaced by 2.1 cm −1 . These features are assigned to the K a = 2-2 subband of the ͑ortho,ortho͒ complex having BЉ Ӎ BЈ Ӎ 1.05 cm −1 . The P-and R-branch lines are quite sharp, showing no obvious asymmetry doubling.
Two other series of lines are apparent in the R-branch region, but overlap in the P-branch region. One of these series appears to be a K a = 0-0 subband, that shares a common origin with the K a = 2-2 subband, and is assigned to the K a = 0 form of the ͑ortho,ortho͒ complex. The other series exhibits fewer transitions and is tentatively assigned to one of the K a = 1-1 transitions of the ͑para,ortho͒ form. These lines are generally broader than the K a = 2-2 lines, possibly due to unresolved asymmetry doubling. Only two rather broad and noisy R-branch lines are clearly resolved for the K a = 1-1 subband. If the lower frequency line ͑at 4058.60 cm −1 ͒ is assumed to be the R͑1͒ transition, the Q branch of the K a = 1-1 subband can be estimated to occur at ϳ4054.6 cm −1 . This corresponds to a rather broad shoulder on the higher energy side of the K a = 2-2 Q branch.
Constants obtained by fitting separately the K a = 0-0 and K a = 2-2 transitions to a linear molecule transition energy expression are given in Table IV . The origins of the ͑ortho, ortho͒ K a = 0-0 and K a = 2-2 subbands are almost the same ͑4053.7 cm −1 ͒, whereas the ͑para,ortho͒ K a = 1-1 subband origin lies slightly higher in energy ͑4054.6 cm −1 ͒. separation can be estimated from the BЉ constants as R = 2.05 Å for the K a = 0 manifold and R = 1.98 Å for the K a = 2 manifold. The difference in the effective intermolecular separations for the K a = 0 and 2 manifolds may reflect the effect of the torsional potential; naively, one might explain the larger intermolecular separation associated with the K a = 0 manifold as reflecting the fact that the H 2 molecules are essentially contrarotating, so that they are effectively "knocking against" one another. Although the MP2/aug-ccpVQZ calculations predict a very small torsional barrier ͑2.5 cm −1 ͒ and minor increase in the intermolecular separation going from the staggered to the eclipsed configuration ͑0.0003 Å͒, the actual torsional barrier and bond length change may be larger. For example, the CCSD calculations of Davy et al. 28 predicted a harmonic frequency of 51 cm −1 for the torsional vibration, implying a substantially larger barrier than found from the MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ calculations. Curiously, the average of the separations estimated for the K a = 0 and K a = 2 manifolds ͑2.01 Å͒ is slightly less than the vibrationally averaged intermolecular separation for Li + -H 2 ͑2.05 Å͒. This observation is apparently at odds with the MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ calculations that predict that the Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 2 bonds are 0.009 Å longer than the Li + -H 2 bond. However, in relating rotational constants to bond distances one should be mindful that Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 2 is undoubtedly a very floppy system experiencing large amplitude zero-point excursions, particularly in the intermolecular bending coordinate.
To some extent, the Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 2 system probably resembles a molecular "hinge," in which the two H 2 molecules are able to move easily about the central Li + . Although the linear H 2¯L i +¯H 2 configuration may be the minimum ͑corresponding to a bond angle =0°͒, bending the system and moving the H 2 molecules together should be a facile process ͑at least until the H 2 molecules come into contact near = 180°͒. Nesbitt and Naaman have calculated the rovibrational energy levels of a model triatomic system with the bending potential energy curve having a flat-bottomed V hinge 6 dependence, and where the bonds between the two outer atoms and the inner atom are of fixed length. 42 The rotational energy levels were fitted with a Watson asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian to determine effective rotational constants ͑including A, B, and C͒. Significantly, as the hinge becomes floppier ͑V hinge diminishes͒, the effective B and C rotational constants increase. The situation may be similar for the Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 2 system; large amplitude bending motion 
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The Li + -͑H 2 ͒ n ͑n =1-3͒ cation complexes J. Chem. Phys. 126, 204309 ͑2007͒ ͑even in the ground vibrational state͒ leads to a B rotational constant that is larger than for a rigid linear configuration and, which, if interpreted in terms of a rigid linear structure yields an artificially short estimate for the Li +¯H 2 bonds.
The MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ calculations outlined in Sec. III A predict that Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 3 possesses a D 3 symmetry structure, with the center of mass for each H 2 subunit disposed about the cation in trigonal planar configuration and with the H-H bonds tilted out of plane ͑Fig. 1͒. This structure corresponds to an oblate symmetric top with rotational constants A = B = 1.29 cm −1 and C = 0.67 cm −1 . Obviously, the Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 3 vibration-rotation-tunneling spectrum will be complicated due to the fact that the complex possesses four different low energy forms containing, respectively, three para H 2 , two para H 2 and one ortho H 2 , one para H 2 and two ortho H 2 , or three ortho H 2 molecules. Each of these forms should exhibit subtly different spectra that will overlap.
The experimental infrared spectrum of Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 3 ͑Fig. 6͒ is congested and noisy, featuring single broad band centered at 4060± 5 cm −1 with a width of ϳ35 cm −1 . It is unclear whether at higher resolution and with better S/N the Li + -͑H 2 ͒ 3 spectrum will exhibit resolved rotational transitions or whether these features will be obscured by a combination of spectral congestion and lifetime broadening.
Finally, we note that the experimental frequencies for the H-H stretch bands of the Li + -͑H 2 ͒ n ͑n =1-3͒ clusters ͑4053.4, 4055, and 4060 cm −1 ͒ correspond quite well with the scaled harmonic frequencies derived from the MP2/augcc-pVQZ calculations described in Sec. III A ͑4049, 4053, and 4057 cm −1 ͒. The fact that the H-H vibrational frequencies are very similar confirms that the Li +¯H 2 intermolecular bonds in the n = 2 and 3 clusters are only slightly weaker than the single bond in Li + -H 2 . The calculations of Davy et al. 28 and Barbatti et al. 31 suggest that the energy required to remove a single H 2 molecule from the clusters declines only slightly for n =1-4 with larger drops occurring at n = 5 and particularly at n = 7, for which one of the H 2 molecules is situated in the second solvation shell.
IV. SUMMARY
The main conclusions of this work can be summarized as follows. 
͑1͒
